Aberrant formation and clinical picture of brachial plexus from the point of view of a neurosurgeon.
Variations detected during surgery stimulated us to study the variations of the formation of the brachial plexus. We examined 110 brachial plexus in 55 adult cadavers in order to determine the incidence of neural variations. We observed the contribution of the C4 root and possibly Th2 root as well as various anomalies in the origination of each plexiform root and its branches from the spinal cord, and variations of the formation of the neural trunks, fascicles and peripheral branches. We examined their course, anastomosis, thickness and possible absence. We observed the plexiform but not the spinal roots. We saw the pretruncal part of plexus including segment of spinal nerve in the sulcus spinal nerve and anterior branch of the spinal nerve. Motor innervation anomalies in relation to diagnostics are emphasized as well, apart from the anatomic variability. Attention focused on the mechanism and the morphologic reasons for particular types of injuries. The prefixed type was present in 26 cases (47.3%), and was postfixed in one case. We did not observe any anomaly in the formation of the plexus in 9 cases. We observed 143 anomalies in 46 cases (83.6%). There was one anomaly present in 11 cases and in 35 two or more anomalies were noted. The anomalies were present more frequently on the left side--in 60 cases (41.2%) and bilaterally in 48 cases (33.6%). The anomalies were usually anatomic and in the area of the formation of the terminal branches. The least number of anomalies was present in the area of neural roots. This study allowed us to find out and describe unusual and previously not described anatomic variations in the formation of neural roots, trunks, fascicles and terminal branches of the brachial plexus. The formation of the axillary nerve as a continuation of the posterior branch of the superior trunk was noted. (Tab. 4, Fig. 8, Ref. 10.).